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Abstract
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This article aims to review the role and utility of big data and artificial intelligence in tracking and managing the public health 
crisis associated with the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The article reviews previous use cases where big data and AI have 
played a role and added value to monitoring and managing public health crises, outbreaks, and pandemics. The article discusses the 
benefits as well as the limitations and risks inherent in using big data and AI in managing public health crisis efforts. The article does 
not provide a critical review of the methodologies associated with the use of big data and AI for public health crisis management. It 
is hoped that the review provided here may facilitate and lead to future research to study and measure the efficacy of big data and AI 
in managing public health crises.

Introduction
The novel Coronavirus disease, COVID-19, has created an un-

precedented global health crisis in the modern times. This out-
break started in December 2019 in Wuhan City of Hubei province, 
China [1,2] and within weeks spread globally. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) has officially declared this outbreak as a 
global pandemic [3,4]. At the time of this writing, this pandemic 
has infected millions of people worldwide and several hundred 
thousands have died from it in more than 160 countries (Figure 1) 
[5,6]. It is expected that these numbers will rise sharply before the 
pandemic is contained [6].

According to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 
SARS -CoV-2 is part of a family of zoonotic coronaviruses that 
have been detected in people and many different species of ani-
mals, such as camels, cattle, cats, and bats [5]. In the past, only a 
few types of respiratory diseases caused by coronaviruses, such 
as Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV), Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-CoV), and now COVID-19, have in-
fected people in great numbers and spread widely causing major 
pandemics and public health crises [7].

Preliminary studies and analyses of COVID-19 outbreak indi-
cate that before this pandemic is fully understood and contained, 
millions more may be infected and hundreds of thousands may die 

from this disease worldwide during the current pandemic period 
[7]. In addition, other early reports have indicated that the increase 
in the rate of infection will inevitably lead to severe shortages of 
critical health care resources, such as ventilators and Intensive 
Care Unit (ICU) capacity [8].

The current numbers of COVID-19 infected patients and deaths 
in the United States are also accelerating. Recent reports indicate 

Figure 1: Confirmed COVID-19 cases globally.

Source: WHO Situation Report, March 17, 2020:  
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavi-

rus-2019/situation-reports/
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that the U.S. is experiencing increased community spread [9]. Ac-
cording to the U.S. federal government plan, the pace of the coro-
navirus pandemic is accelerating and may last at least 18 months, 
leading to increased infection and mortality rates as well as severe 
shortages of critical public health resources and capacity [10].

Big data and health care
With the continued growth in the volume and variety of global 

health data, researchers have studied the role and utility of big data 
to manage public health crises in general, and infectious diseases, 
outbreaks, and pandemics, in particular.

According to Dzau., et al. the amount of health-related data that 
can be captured, aggregated, stored, and analyzed continues to 
grow exponentially [11]. As a result, the opportunities to use the 
concept of the big data in all aspects of health care are expanding 
as well. Moreover, the increasing number of analytic tools that can 
extract meaningful clinical insights about the global healthcare 
situations from big datasets are leading to what Dzau has called 
a tipping point where big data will transform all aspects of health 
care operations, policies and practices [11,12].

For instance, Dzau predicted that the ever-growing volume and 
variety of data can provide insight into the state of health of the 
general public. Furthermore, it will allow various governments 
and the health care decision makers and administrators to identify 
problems early in their development and take actions in advance 
that could prevent some outbreaks from becoming major pandem-
ics [12]. Clinical decision-support tools will query and mine data 
to recommend specific treatments tailored to specific situations, 
leading to a new era of efficient health care practices, as big data 
will be used to manage global health risks, from antimicrobial re-
sistance to pandemic preparedness to public health risk stratifica-
tion. It is this last area, according to Dzau that big data may make 
the biggest contribution to global health management, given that 
there are few risks to the world population that pose significant 
risks at the scale of infectious diseases and pandemics [13]. The 
need to access, collect and integrate infectious related data for 
public health crises management became very evident during the 
most recent outbreak of Ebola in West Africa, where the first case 
of Ebola was seen in December 2013 but for which WHO did not 
declare a global health emergency until August 2014 [11-13].

Big data ecosystem for infectious disease
The path to global health crises management requires access 

to large-scale, integrated, and detailed clinical and other health-re-
lated data to manage the onset, development, and spread of infec-
tious diseases. Moreover, infectious disease management requires 
not only big data but detailed and diverse data. Advancing the field 

and improving understanding of the complexities of public health 
and disease will require integrating variety of datasets, structured, 
semi-structured, and unstructured, into a comprehensive clinical 
data repository [14]. Most of such repositories of research and 
clinical data are not interoperable and cannot be easily combined 
with one another.

With the growth in the adoption and utilization of electronic 
health records (EHRs) to collect, store and exchange data among 
healthcare providers, payers, and public health organizations and 
agencies, such as National institute of Health (NIH) and CDC, the 
infrastructure and the ecosystem for data-driven infectious disease 
management appear to be closer to the vision of a “health Inter-
net”, an open platform that would connect providers, payers, and 
consumers to a growing number of applications, including ones de-
signed for precision medicine [15].

One example of such an infrastructure and ecosystem is the 
CDC’s Surveillance Data Platform (SDP). SDP was designed to en-
able public health departments across the U.S. to send data related 
to injuries, diseases, and outbreaks to one place [16,17]. To facili-
tate the deployment of this infrastructure and allow researchers 
and technologists contribute to its development, the CDC launched 
the Health Information Innovation Consortium (CHIIC) to ‘foster 
and promote creative solutions to surveillance challenges unique 
to public health’ [18]. Figure 2 depicts the strategic objectives and 
promise of the SDP initiative.

CDC is currently using this infrastructure to collect the number 
of COVID-19 cases across the U.S. (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Overview of the Surveillance Data Platform. 
 Source: CDC.
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Similarly, WHO has established a platform for global reporting 
of influenza like infectious diseases. FluNet is a worldwide tool for 
influenza virological surveillance [19]. FluNet was first launched 
in 1997. All member countries report the virological data to Flu-
Net, e.g. number of influenza viruses detected by subtype. These 
reports and numbers are critical for tracking the movement of vi-
ruses worldwide and interpreting the epidemiological data.

According to WHO, the data are made available by National 
Influenza Centers (NICs) of the Global Influenza Surveillance and 
Response System (GISRS) and other national influenza reference 
laboratories collaborating actively with GISRS or are uploaded 
from WHO regional databases [19]. Figure 4 shows an example of 
data collected by WHO through FluNet.

Such big data infrastructure and ecosystems are allowing the 
care providers and agencies responsible for the surveillance and 
monitoring to have information about the type, potency and trans-
mission rates of infectious diseases, including the novel Coronavi-
rus, COVID-19. Such access enables timely response to the impact-

Figure 3: COVID-19 cases as reported by states to CDC. Source: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/

cases-in-us.html

Figure 4: Global influenza report collected via  
FluNet. Source: www.who.int/flunet

ed areas and adoption of policies and regulations to mitigate the 
risk of such pandemics.

AI and healthcare
AI is increasingly being viewed as an important and supplemen-

tal tool, improving all aspects of health care provisioning, practices, 
population health management, and ultimately patient and clinical 
outcomes [20].

An early driver for use of AI in the health care industry stemmed 
from the comprehensive transformation that the U.S. health care 
industry is going through as it transitions from fee-for-service care 
model to a value-based and prevention-based approach. This trans-
formation is being driven by the changes in the reimbursement 
policies and practices by both the public (i.e. Center for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services) and private health care payers (private in-
surers) [21-25]. This new approach aims to establish a wholistic 
and long-term view of a patient health care needs and provide a 
care management approach that reduces costs yet provides a bet-
ter care overall.

In 2009, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) convened a roundtable 
to discuss the transition to the value-based care model and estab-
lish what has since been called ‘evidence-based medicine’ [26]. As 
with AI, evidence-based medicine requires access to fully integrat-
ed and detailed health care data as otherwise, the underlying char-
acteristics of the process and outcomes are unknown. However, as 
outlined in the previous section, with the growth of the volume and 
variety of health care related data as well as the computational ca-
pacity throughout the health care systems, this approach and ap-
plication of AI is becoming more feasible.

Table 1 highlights a few examples of how AI has thus had a posi-
tive impact on various aspects of health care services, procedures, 
and processes. As noted, AI has the promise to play a significant 
role in the management of wellness in general, and chronic dis-
eases such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and depression, in 
particular. These tasks can include a wide range of routine and re-
peated tasks such as taking medications, exercises, and vital signs 
to help assess the general physical health condition of a person 
[20]. AI algorithms can be developed and trained to review the data 
from such monitoring to assess the changes in a patient condition 
and provide alerts if anomalies are detected in the person’s general 
patterns. Routine and repeated tasks are often good candidates for 
automation through AI.

AI is also transforming how clinical care is delivered by provid-
ers across the spectrum of care deliveries. According to the Nation-
al Academy of Medicine, “there are two main areas of opportunity 
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Use Case Category Examples of Applications Technology
Patients and 

Families
Health Monitoring Devices and wearables Machine Learning, Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), Speech recognition
Disease Prevention and  

Management
Obesity reduction

Diabetes prevention and management

Emotional and mental health support

Conversational AI, NLP, Speech  
recognition, mood analysis

Clinicians and 
Care

Providers

Early Detection, prevention, and  
diagnostic tools

Early disease detection Machine learning

Surgical procedures AI-supported surgical roadmaps Robotics, machine learning
Precision medicine Personalized chemotherapy Supervised machine learning

Patient Safety Early detection of sepsis Machine Learning

Table 1: Example of AI in health care.

Source: Adopted and modified from Chapter 3 [20].

for AI in clinical care: (1) enhancing and optimizing care delivery 
and (2) improving information management, user experience, and 
cognitive support in electronic health records (EHRs)” [20].

Another area that AI has had some early impacts is in radiology 
and pathology as imaging analytics is already helping clinicians 
with better detection and diagnostics. Computer-aided detection 
(CADe), also known as computer-aided diagnosis (CADx), are tech-
niques that assist physicians in the interpretation of clinical images 
[27]. Digital images from X-ray, MRI, and ultrasound systems gen-
erate a vast amount of data that if analyzed properly can help with 
improved diagnosis and prognosis. Processing these digital images 
by CAD systems are often automated to assist clinicians and health 
care practitioners with diagnosis in a relatively short time. More-
over, AI-based systems have the promise to improve digital pathol-
ogy with the advent of ‘whole-slide imaging’ and machine learning 
[28,29].

AI can also improve and streamline the administrative pro-
cesses of health care. Automation and machine learning can help 
reduce the administrative gaps and reduce costs significantly [28].

AI and Infections Disease
The availability of large-scale data from the health-related big 

data ecosystems, such as those discussed above, has enabled epi-
demiologists, infectious disease monitoring agencies such as WHO 
and CDC, and policy makers to utilize AI and machine learning to 
study, track, and manage the onset, progression, and the spread 
of outbreaks. Some recent studies have shown early promises in 
tracking zoonotic infectious diseases from rodent reservoirs [30]. 
In another study, researchers at the Viterbi School of Engineering 
at the University of Southern California in the U.S. developed an al-
gorithm to help policy makers reduce the spread of infectious dis-
eases such as tuberculosis (TB), malaria, and gonorrhea [31]. Uti-

lizing AI-based simulations, the researchers applied the algorithm 
to two real-world cases: TB in India and gonorrhea in the U.S. The 
study found the AI algorithm performed better at reducing disease 
cases than outreach programs by disseminating information about 
these diseases among vulnerable individuals [31].

Most applications of AI and machine learning to infectious dis-
ease tracking, monitoring, and containment generally follow the 
steps depicted in figure 5. As in the case of COVID-19, the first step 
is to identify the pathogen such as SAR-Cov-2 as in the case of CO-
VID-19. Once the pathogen and the transmission dynamics of the 
infectious disease are identified, epidemiological and virological 
studies as well as population health data can be collected and ag-
gregated to provide input into various AI algorithms to analyze the 
data and provide updated information and guidelines to the policy 
makers, clinicians, and the public at large. AI and machine learn-
ing can utilize such epidemiological studies and data to predict an 
epidemic from its onset through various stages, providing various 
scenarios for the policy makers to help them contain the spread of 
the disease [32,33]. The promise of such AI-based approaches is 
that the algorithms and the models can be updated regularly as ad-
ditional information and data become available in real time.

A key requirement for the utility of AI and machine learning 
to successfully track, monitor, and help contain any pandemics is 
the development of viable algorithms to model and simulate the 
transmission dynamics of the infectious diseases. In the past both 
deterministic as well as stochastic models have been used to sim-
ulate such transmission dynamics [34-38]. Though these models 
have generally helped with better understanding and prediction of 
pandemics, the overall role and utility of AI and machine learning 
to accurately identify infectious disease spread and pandemics is 
in its early stage [39]. There are still challenges to accessing fully 
integrated and detailed epidemiological data across all disparate 
sources.
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In an open letter, the Data, a membership-based trade associa-
tion in the U.S. that advocates for responsible policies to make gov-
ernment data high-quality, accessible and useable, has called on the 
U.S. congress to set $50 million this year and $125 million in fiscal 
2021 to support the rollout of the Foundations for Evidence-Based 
Policymaking Act, in response to COVID-19 pandemic [40]. In this 
letter, the coalition stresses upon access to a ‘high-quality data and 
a robust data infrastructure’ to address the current as well as fu-
ture pandemics to better prepare for future public health crises.

Concluding Remarks
The promise of big data and AI in health care in general, and 

fighting pandemics in particular, offers significant opportunities to 
address public health crises. These tools can provide timely data 
analysis to facilitate tracking and monitoring of the spread of infec-
tious diseases and help clinicians, epidemiologists, agencies such 
as WHO, CDC, and other public health entities to better understand 
the transmission dynamics of the infectious diseases and provide 
more effective guidelines and policies during a pandemic. A good 
example of this is the simulation and modeling of the COVID-19 
pandemic by CDC to represent the impact of two different social 
approaches, shelter-in or no shelter-in guidelines (Figure 6).

Big data and AI are already playing a major role in transform-
ing a variety of businesses. Despite its nascent stage, the benefits 
of application of AI and machine learning to health care and con-
tainment of pandemics outweighs any limitations. Improving the 
national health care data infrastructure and providing additional 
computational resources will inevitably help in better data analysis 
and development of more accurate predictive models. AI needs to 

Figure 5: General flow of the application of AI to the study 
of infectious diseases from first identifying the pathogen, to 

the study of the transmission and spread of the disease, to data 
collection from individuals as well as care providers, to the final 

application of data analytics and artificial intelligence.

Figure 6: Simulation and modeling of two different  
approaches, such as no social distancing vs social distancing  

by public, on the spread of COVID-19. Source: CDC.

become an integral and supplementary part of health care manage-
ment, particularly to fight the onset and the spread of infectious 
diseases.
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